
SOUTH BOROUGH PRIMARY SCHOOL

Year 1 Learning Flyer - Term 5

English
Here's a breakdown of what year 1 will be learning:
● Question marks: What is your name?
● Exclamation marks: Wow! That book was amazing!
● Apostrophes: They show that a contraction has 

been used, like can’t instead of cannot. They can 
also show possession like, Sarah’s dog.

● Speech marks: These quotation marks show what 
someone is saying directly. For example: The 
teacher said, "Open your books".

Maths 
This term, Year 1 sets sail on a multiplication and 
division adventure! We'll start by counting in 2s, 10s, 
and 5s – think counting dried pasta or coins! Later, 
we'll explore fractions and set sail on the high seas 
of money recognition! Look out for more information 
about fractions and money soon.
How You Can Help:
Make counting fun with skip-counting games using 
everyday objects!
Sing or recite skip-counting rhymes together!
Skip Counting By 2 Song (click on the link)

Science
In Science this term, Year 1 will be continuing 
our learning around plants and how they grow. 
This will also be linked to the topic of fruit and 
vegetables, where we shall be discussing 
healthy eating and where our food comes from.  
The children will be exploring a wider selection 
of plants, including: trees, flowers, and shrubs. 
This research will consider the importance of 
farmings and agriculture. 

History
For History this term, Year 
1 will be learning all about 
Mary Anning, a fossil 
expert born in 1799. We 
will be learning all about 
dinosaurs and fossils and 
how Mary Anning became 
a super star in the science 
world for making an 
incredible discovery. 

Physical Education
This term the children will be improving the motor skills by learning 
to play both hockey and a selection of different sports from the 
paralympics. Year 1 P.E days are remaining on a Tuesdays and 
Thursday. Please ensure that your child wears the correct P.E kit 
on those days and school uniform for the remainder of the week

Music
This term we will be exploring a 
range of musical instruments and 
each week we will be linking them 
to the story ‘Peter and the Wolf’. 
This is a story where every 
character has its own sound, for 
example, a bird flying is the sound 
of a recorder. The children will be 
creating their own music to each 
character and then perform a 
showcase to Nursery and Year R.

Computing
Using the Sketchpad / text tool, we will design 
a rocket and write a title for their project e.g. 
‘My rocket’. Using the shapes tool, we will 
learn to drag and drop shapes to represent 
different materials needed to create our 
rockets. We will also write a list, a set of 
instructions and at the end of term, we will 
launch our rockets on the school field.

This Learning Flyer shows what your child will be learning this term.

Art
Year 1 will be learning about the German 
Surrealist artist Max Ernst.
They will use objects they can find and 
take rubbings/frottage prints to create 
automatic artworks just like Ernst!

 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic 
Education (PSHE)
Belonging: we will create a family tree. 
Making friends: we will be role-playing being a good 
friend in different situations. 
Physical Contact: we will discuss how some people 
like hugs/ high fives, while others might prefer a 
wave/smile. 
Qualities as a friend: we will read about characters 
who show good qualities like kindness/ honesty. 
Self-Acknowledgement: we will create ‘a cup of 
compliments’ writing down our accomplishments, skills 
and talents. 
Being a good friend to myself: we will discuss taking 
care of ourselves physically and emotionally.

Books we will be reading this term

We will continue our daily learning of phonics. 

Home Learning
Remember to keep logging on to Mathletics to practise maths. 

Try to read every day and watch phonics videos on class Dojo, get your reading record signed daily to gain your reads!    

Value of the Term

Determination

We aim to be the 
best we can be in 

everything we 
do.

 

Art 
picture

R.E Day

This term during our 
R.E day, we will be
learning about  the 
religion ‘Buddhism’.
It will take place on 
Thursday 23rd May.

Walk and Talk - National 
Literacy Trust

Use these cards to help you talk 
to your child while you are out 
and about. This will help develop 
their speech and communication 
skills.

Click on the image above to view


